
ITALIAN GREYHOUND C, 12/11/2016 

I was delighted to receive the invitation to judge this open show & had looked forward immensely 
to the appointment & to judging this smallest of the sighthound breeds. I found the day most 
enjoyable & very challenging.  This is not an easy breed to assess & I found I had to compromise 
on more than one occasion.  This is what makes judging so interesting & I shall follow my 
winners in the future to see how they progress particularly the younger exhibits who have yet to 
mature. My thanks to the committee who made me most welcome & for their kind hospitality & 
excellent catering. I'd also like to take the opportunity to thank my two stewards who kept the ring 
running smoothly throughout the day. 

BIS was Chrisford Sticky Vicky; RBIS, Tamiskene Merindah; BP, Anjuskar Zenyatta; & BV, 
Ch/Am Gr Ch Artmeis Kaaliya. 

VD (3,1a) 1 Louis Amybon, a very elegant 9 year old little red dog, fine boned with a good head 
& expression & a nice flowing outline. He moved well in profile showing good lift in front & has a 
good tailset & carriage Nicely proportioned & with a lovely coat & skin; 2 Turigner Strong Gale, a 
different type to 1 & a size bigger.  Has a pleasing head, but overall not as square or compact as 
the winner & although moved fairly well his outline was rather spoiled by high tail 
carriage. MPD (1) 1 Chrisford Wheeler Dealer, liked his head with nice eyes & ears, a good fill in 
front for his age & good legs & feet.  Has a typical outline & was a good mover in profile.  His 
front movement was quite good but he needs to firm up at hocks & to balance his rear. PD (4) 1 
Chrisford Divine Comedy, a blue baby who was very immature in body & needs time to fill out to 
show his true potential as he is a bit shallow all through at the moment.  He has a very sweet 
head with excellent ears & a good neck & topline. He moved with a confident stride showing both 
reach & lift in front & was true behind; 2 Sumobi Little Snowflake at Turigner, attractive fawn with 
a lovely head & expression, good fill in front & nice depth of chest.  Pasterns a bit soft today. His 
rear was well angulated but he lost his topline a bit when moving. Went well behind just not as 
good in front as winner; 3 La Paradis Du Zephyr De Bizance. JD (1) 1 Gemoli The Magician, nice 
for type & size.  Has a beautiful head & good ears, a nice fill in front & a good deep chest with 
good ribs & well muscled rear. Moved with good lift in front but needs to firm up at pasterns & 
feet. YD (3) 1 Gemoli The Sorcerer, litter brother to winner of the last class & the same lovely 
type & size. Lovely lean head with good eyes & ears a good front, legs & hare feet.  Has a good 
depth of chest & a well ribbed back with arch over loin, a well angulated rear & good tail.  In 
super coat & condition & moving with good lift in front. RBD; 2 Ace of Aces Nomad Soul, a r/w 
with a lovely head & dark eyes, good square outline & well boned legs of good length.  Kept a 
good topline & moved steadily with some lift but in front but generally lacking coordination. Lovely 
fine coat & skin & shown in gleaming condition; 3 Quintus Forum Romanum. PGD (2) 1 
Mostahbull Lucky Lexus, a pleasing, elegant dog with a fine head maybe could have stronger 
underjaw.  Liked his overall type & outline.  He has a decent front & moves OK coming towards a 
bit close behind; 2 Florita Promessa, a fawn of a heavier build a bit wide between the elbows but 
with good depth of chest.  Lacks the flowing curves of the breed & although a fairly true mover 
could have had a longer stride.  LD (3) 1 Salkin-Aidan Zagato, this was a very soundly 
constructed & good moving dog but whose head I found rather plain & broad in skull.  He has 
many attributes however.  I liked his good front, depth of chest well laid shoulders & well muscled 
rear.  Held his outline on the move with good tail carriage. Won the trophy for best blue dog; 2 
Anjuskar Destined For Chelanis, a taller & more elegant & refined dog I preferred for type.  Has a 
lovely head with good eye & ears & has good overall proportions. His front is not his fortune. 
Movement was a bit choppy & his tail could be better; 3 Turigner Tempest. OD (3,1) 1 Florita 
Tavalino, beautiful for type & size. Has a very good head & expression & lovely ears. His front is 
well filled although maybe a tad wide between the elbows. He has a good depth of chest & his 
underline rises to a neat tuck up.  Has good quarters with a nice width of thigh & low hocks.  A 
nice true mover out & back & shown in lovely coat & condition. BD & BOS; 2 Anjuskar Phoenix 
Rising, a very nice elegant r/w parti with a good head, good neck, top & underlines.  Moved well 
in profile.  A bit narrow all through at the moment. 



VB (7,3) 1 Ch/Am Gr Ch Artmeis Kaaliya, a lovely bitch of quality with a beautiful head & 
expression.  Has a good length of neck, good front & feet.  Has a nice deep chest & strong 
arched loin.  Like her flowing outline & she was in good muscular condition & moving well. BVIS; 
2 Rosaline Absolute Pearl at Lamoye, also very elegant with a front of moderate width & 
depth.  Has a good topline & width of thigh with low hocks.  A nice light mover with good lift in 
front; 3 Ch Anjuskar Height of Fashion. MPB (1) 1 Yadoht Al Wajiha, fawn baby with a lovely 
head, flat skull with good ears. Good front & depth of chest for her age, good legs & feet. Moved 
well when she got going.  Still to develop her curves in outline which should come as she 
matures.  JB (1) 1 Aelaro Black Ice, a very elegant black with good square outline & 
proportions.  Has a good front, legs & feet but could have just a tad more bend of stifle.  Nice 
curvaceous top & underlines & the best mover in this class.  Would prefer a stronger underjaw & 
length of tail; 2 Gemolli Enchanted Dream, a r/f with a super head, good neck & well filled front. 
Has a decent depth of chest & good rear angles. Front movement lets her down otherwise could 
have won this class; 3 Anjuskar Zenyatta. YB (3,1) 1 Aelaro Satin And Silk, black with white 
collar of very nice size & with a good outline. A bit heavy in rib but with good legs & feet.  Flows 
nicely from head to tail & is well angulated behind with low hocks.  Moved very well; 2 Anjuskar 
Zenyatta, parti whose head I preferred to the winners. She is immature but has a good neck & 
shoulder & nice topline.  Her movement improved with each class as she gained confidence but 
is still a bit untidy in front. BPIS. PGB (3) 1 Petoski Who Me, very feminine with a nice head, 
good front, top & underlines. Fine boned legs & good feet.  Has a moderate rear with nice curve 
over the loin.  Movement could be better; 2 Lamoye Bella Ragazza, preferred the head qualities 
of the winner.  Has a decent front with nice fill, good bone & feet. Shows some lift but picks up 
rather than reaches forward in front, rear movement OK; 3 Aelaro Dark Desire. LB (3) 1 
Chrisford Sticky Vicky, a beautiful bitch of the breed. Her outline flows smoothly from head to tail 
& she has a lovely lean head, with good eyes & well set ears, a good neck & forehand 
construction. Has good bone, straight forelegs & hare feet, a good depth of chest, is well ribbed 
& has an excellent rear with good width of thigh & second thigh & low hocks.  A super free mover 
in profile showing lift & drive who holds her gently curving topline & is true out & back. Delighted 
to award her BB & BIS; 2 Artmeis Anastasiya, fawn with a pretty head & good flowing outline.  A 
little wide in front but deep in chest & was well ribbed, with a good arch over the loin & a neat 
tuck up.  Moved out well showing lift in front & true movement out & back; 3 Lamborghini Justa 
Envious. OB (5) 1 Tamiskene Merinda, another blue which had a very nice outline & proportions 
& sound movement. Pleasing head with good neck & depth of chest, nice top & underlines & 
excellent feet.  Has good quarters with low hocks & she held herself well while moving & showed 
lift & reach in front & some drive behind. RBB, RBIS; 2 Aelaro Elfrida, a very dainty little bitch 
with a pretty head & good ears. Moderate width in front & a good outline with nice width of thigh 
behind.  Tends to crouch when stacked.  Moved well;  3 Tamiskene Oklahoma Annie. Brace (1) 
1 Dr J Mellis' Brace of black & white bitches. A mother & daughter of the same size & type. So 
similar & moving in unison. 
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